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Women Filmmakers in Mexico 2009-01-27
women filmmakers in mexico were rare until the 1980s and 1990s when women began to direct
feature films in unprecedented numbers their films have won acclaim at home and abroad and
the filmmakers have become key figures in contemporary mexican cinema in this book elissa
rashkin documents how and why women filmmakers have achieved these successes as she
explores how the women s movement film studies programs governmental film policy and the
transformation of the intellectual sector since the 1960s have all affected women s filmmaking
in mexico after a historical overview of mexican women s filmmaking from the 1930s onward
rashkin focuses on the work of five contemporary directors marisa sistach busi cortés guita
schyfter maría novaro and dana rotberg portraying the filmmakers as intellectuals participating
in the public life of the nation rashkin examines how these directors have addressed questions
of national identity through their films replacing the patriarchal images and stereotypes of the
classic mexican cinema with feminist visions of a democratic and tolerant society

Mexico's Cinema 1999-11-01
in recent years mexican films have received high acclaim and impressive box office returns
moreover mexico has the most advanced movie industry in the spanish speaking world and its
impact on mexican culture and society cannot be overstated mexico s cinema a century of film
and filmmakers is a collection of fourteen essays that encompass the first 100 years of the
cinema of mexico included are original contributions written specifically for this title plus a few
classic pieces in the field of mexican cinema studies never before available in english these
essays explore a variety of themes including race and ethnicity gender issues personalities and
the historical development of a national cinematic style each of the book s three sections the
silent cinema the golden age and the contemporary era is preceded by a short introduction to
the period and a presentation of the major themes addressed in the section this insightful
anthology is the first published study that includes pieces by mexican and north american
scholars including a piece by the internationally acclaimed essayist carlos monsivais
contributors include other acclaimed scholars and critics as well as young scholars who are
currently making their mark in the area of film studies of mexico these authors represent
various fields community studies film studies cultural history ethnic studies and gender studies
making this volume an interdisciplinary resource important for courses in latin america and third
world cinema mexican history and culture and chicana o and ethnic studies

Mexican Cinema 1989
the author s main reason for writing this book however is simply to provide an introduction to
the mexican commercial cinema for american and other english speaking readers although the
united states has been and continues to be a major foreign market for mexican movies the
overwhelming majority of americans are unaware of them mexican films are restricted to the
hispanic theater circuits and shown without english subtitles therefore anyone wishing to see a
mexican movie would have to be fairly fluent in spanish such a requisite effectively eliminates
almost the entire general audience in the united states from exposure to mexican cinema

The Mexican Cinema 1976
with essays by the most authoritative scholars this unique study and reference work is the first
english language survey and analysis of mexican cinema the book provides extensive coverage
of the delirious melodramas of el indio emilio fernandez and roberto gavaldon many shot by the
supremely romantic cinematographer gabriel figueroa and the contemporary successes of jaime
humberto hermosillo it also includes the mexican work of luis bunuel the surreal intense dramas
of felipe cazals and arturo ripstein the innovative work of paul leduc and much more this lavishly
illustrated book also contains notes on over 150 individual films an extensive dictionary of
directors and other personalities together with filmographies and an extensive chronicle of
mexico s political cultural and cinematic history in the twentieth century
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Mexican Cinema 1995
though luis buñuel one of the most important filmmakers of the twentieth century spent his
most productive years as a director in mexico film histories and criticism invariably pay little
attention to his work during this period the only book length english language study of buñuel s
mexican films this book is the first to explore a significant but neglected area of this filmmaker s
distinguished career and thus to fill a gap in our appreciation and understanding of both buñuel
s achievement and the history of mexican film ernesto acevedo muñoz considers buñuel s
mexican films made between 1947 and 1965 within the context of a national and nationalist film
industry comparing the filmmaker s employment of styles genres character types themes and
techniques to those most characteristic of mexican cinema in this study buñuel s films emerge
as a link between the classical mexican cinema of the 1930s through the 1950s and the new
cinema of the 1960s flourishing in a time of crisis for the national film industry and introducing
some of the stylistic and conceptual changes that would revitalize mexican cinema

Buñuel and Mexico 2003-11-13
this study of mexican film director alejandro gonzalez iñárritu explores his role in moving
mexican filmmaking from a traditional nationalist agenda toward a more global focus in studying
the international scope of iñárritu s influential films amores perros 21 grams and babel the
authors trace common themes such as human suffering and redemption chance and accidental
encounters the authors also analyze the director s visual style and his use of multiple characters
and a fragmented narrative structure the book concludes with an interview of iñárritu that
touches on the themes and subject matter of his chief works

Contemporary Film Directors 2010-09-23
a multidisciplinary investigation of contemporary mexican cinema

Mex-Ciné 2013-04-25
this is the first academic book dedicated to the filmmaking of the three best known mexican
born directors guillermo del toro alejandro gonzález iñárritu and alfonso cuarón deborah shaw
examines the career trajectories of the directors and presents a detailed analysis of their most
significant films with a focus on both the texts and the production contexts in which they were
made these include studies on del toro s cronos chronos el laberinto del fauno pan s labyrinth
and hellboy ii the golden army iñárritu s amores perros 21 grams and babel and cuarón s sólo
con tu pareja love in the time of hysteria y tu mamá también and children of men the three
amigos will be of interest to all those who study hispanic and spanish cinema in particular and
world and contemporary cinema in general

The three amigos 2016-05-16
given its features as a modern mass medium and thus closely related to the nation cinema has
rightly been regarded as a privileged site for putting forward and contesting representations of
national identity or in short as a main arena in which narratives of national identity are
negotiated what do films such as amores perros or traffic say about mexican identity in what
way could bread and roses or the crime of padre amaro be part of its transformation this book
looks at representations of e mexicanity e in mexican cinema and also in hollywood throughout
the twentieth century and beyond arguing that the international context plays at least as
important a role as ethnicity religion and language in the construction of images of the national
self although it is seldom taken into account in theories of national identity the mexican film
may reveal much about mexican society e g traffic and the prevalence of drug trafficking bread
and roses and the problems of migration amores perros in relation to metaphors of the nation as
an extended family the crime of father amaro in discussing the changing position of the catholic
church and herod s law a scathing critique to the political system that dominated mexico for the
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best part of the 20th century throughout the book emphasises the contingent nature of
hegemonic representations and our ongoing need to tell and to listen to or indeed view stories
that weave together a variety of strands to convincingly tell us who we are

Mexico on Film 2006-12-18
given its features as a modern mass medium and thus closely related to the nation cinema has
rightly been regarded as a privileged site for putting forward contesting representations of
national identity or in short as a main area in which narratives of national identity are negotiated
what do films such as amores perros or traffic say about mexican identity in what way could
bread and roses or the crime of padre amaro be part of its transformation this book looks at
representations of e mexicanity e in mexican cinema and also in hollywood throughout the 20th
century and beyond arguing that the international context plays at least as important a role as
ethnicity religion and language in the construction of images of the national self although it is
seldom taken into account in theories of national identity the mexican film may reveal much
about mexican society e g traffic and the prevalence of drug trafficking bread and roses and the
problems of migration amores perros in relation to metaphors of the nation as an extended
family the crime of father amaro in discussing the changing position of the catholic church and
herod s law a scathing critique of the political system that dominated mexico for the best past of
the 20th century throughout the book emphases the contingent nature of hegemonic
representations and our ongoing need to tell and to listen to or indeed view stories that weave
together a variety of strands to convincingly tell us who we are

Mexico on Film 2006-06-20
mexican filmmaking is traced from its early beginnings in 1896 to the present in this book of
particular interest are the great changes from 1990 to 2004 the confluence of talented and
dedicated filmmakers important changes in mexican cinematic infrastructure and significant
social and cultural transformations from nicolas echevarria s cabeza de vaca 1991 to the 1992
releases of hellboy director guillermo del toro s cronos and alfonso arau s como agua para
chocolate to alfonso cuaron s y tu mama tambien 2001 this work provides a close look at
mexican films that received international commercial success and critical acclaim and put
mexico on the cinematic world map arranged chronologically this edition originally published in
2005 covers the entire scope of mexican cinema the main films and their directors are discussed
together with the political social and economic contexts of the times

The Mexican Cinema 1976
this book highlights the voices and stories of latin american women directors from brazil chile
argentina and mexico

Mexican Cinema 2015-05-07
iconic images of machismo in mexico s classic cinema affirm the national film industry s
historical alignment with the patriarchal ideology intrinsic to the post revolutionary state s
political culture filmmakers gradually turned away from the cultural nationalism of mexicanidad
but has the underlying gender paradigm been similarly abandoned films made in the past two
decades clearly reflect transformations instituted by a neoliberal regime of cultural politics yet
significant elements of macho mythology continue to be rearticulated mexico unmanned
examines these structural continuities in recent commercial and auteur films directed by alfonso
cuarón carlos cuarón carlos reygadas amat escalante and julio hernández cordón among others
informed by cinema s role in mexico s modern colonial gender system samanta ordóñez draws
out recurrent patterns of signification that reproduce racialized categories of masculinity and
bolster a larger network of social hierarchies in so doing ordóñez dialogues with current
intersectional gender theory fresh scholarship on violence in the neoliberal state and the latest
research on mexican cinema
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Latin American Women Filmmakers 2017
latin american women filmmakers have achieved unprecedented international prominence in
recent years notably political in their approach figures such as lucrecia martel claudia llosa and
bertha navarro have created innovative and often challenging films enjoying global acclaim from
critics and festival audiences alike they undeniably mark a moment for latin american cinema
bringing together distinguished scholars in the field and prefaced by b ruby rich this is a much
needed account and analysis of the rise of female led film in latin america chapters detail the
collaboration that characterises latin american women s filmmaking in many ways distinct from
the largely third cinema auteurism from the region as well as the transnational production
contexts unique aesthetics and socio political landscape of the key industry figures through
close attention to the particular features of national film cultures from women s documentary
filmmaking in chile to comedic critique in brazil and from us latina screen culture to the
burgeoning popularity of peruvian film this timely study demonstrates the remarkable
possibilities for film in the region this book will allow scholars and students of latin american
cinema and culture as well as industry professionals a deeper understanding of the emergence
and impact of the filmmakers and their work which has particular relevance for contemporary
debates on feminism

Mexico Unmanned 2021-12-01
emilio fernández pictures in the margins is the first book length english language account of
emilio fernández 1904 1986 the most successful director of classical mexican cinema famed
with creating films that embody a loosely defined mexican school of filmmaking however rather
than offer an auteurist study this book interrogates the construction of fernández as both a
national and nationalist auteur including racial and gender aspects e g as macho mexicano and
indio it also challenges auteurist readings of the films themselves in order to make new
arguments about the significance of fernández and his work the aim of this book is to question
mexico s fetishisation of its own position on the peripheries of the global cultural economy and
the similar fetishisation of fernández s marginalisation as a mixed race part white and part
indigenous director this book argues that as pictures in the margins classical mexican cinema
and specifically fernández s films are not transparent reflections of dominant post revolutionary
mexican culture but annotations and re inscriptions of the particularities of mexican society in
the post revolutionary era

Latin American Women Filmmakers 2017-03-23
just as mexican national life has come to center on the sprawling dynamic almost indefinable
metropolis of mexico city so recent mexican cinema has focused on the city not merely as a
setting for films but almost as a protagonist in its own right whose conditions both create
meaning for and receive meaning from the human lives lived in its midst through close readings
of fourteen recent critically acclaimed films this book watches mexican cinema in this process of
producing cultural meaning through its creation enaction and interpretation of the idea of
mexico city david william foster analyzes how mexican filmmakers have used mexico city as a
vehicle for exploring such issues as crime living space street life youth culture political and
police corruption safety hazards gender roles and ethnic and social identities the book is divided
into three sections politics of the city examines the films rojo amanecer novia que te vea frida
naturaleza viva and sexo pudor y lágrimas human geographies looks at el callejón de los
milagros mecánica nacional el castillo de la pureza todo el poder and lolo mapping gender
discusses danzón de noche vienes esmeralda la tarea lola and entre pancho villa y una mujer
desnuda

Emilio Fernández 2019-01-04
from the mid 1930s to the late 1950s mexican cinema became the most successful latin
american cinema and the leading spanish language film industry in the world many cine de oro
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golden age cinema films adhered to the dominant hollywood model but a small yet formidable
filmmaking faction rejected hollywood s paradigm outright directors fernando de fuentes emilio
fernández luis buñuel juan bustillo oro adolfo best maugard and julio bracho sought to create a
unique national cinema that through the stories it told and the ways it told them was wholly
mexican the classical mexican cinema traces the emergence and evolution of this mexican
cinematic aesthetic a distinctive film form designed to express lo mexicano charles ramírez berg
begins by locating the classical style s pre cinematic roots in the work of popular mexican artist
josé guadalupe posada at the turn of the twentieth century he also looks at the dawning of
mexican classicism in the poetics of enrique rosas el automóvil gris the crowning achievement
of mexico s silent filmmaking era and the film that set the stage for the golden age films berg
then analyzes mature examples of classical mexican filmmaking by the predominant golden age
auteurs of three successive decades drawing on neoformalism and neoauteurism within a
cultural studies framework he brilliantly reveals how the poetics of classical mexican cinema
deviated from the formal norms of the golden age to express a uniquely mexican sensibility
thematically stylistically and ideologically

Mexico City in Contemporary Mexican Cinema
2010-06-28
how were femininity and motherhood understood in mexican cinema from the 1940s to the early
1990s film analysis interviews with filmmakers academic articles and film reviews from
newspapers are used to answer the question and trace the changes in such depictions images of
mothers in films by so called third wave filmmakers busi cortes maria novaro dana rotberg and
marisa sistach are contrasted with those in mexican classical films 1935 1950 and films from the
1970s and 1980s there are some surprising conclusions the most important restrictions in the
depiction of mothers in classical cinema came not from the strict sexual norms of the 1940s but
in reactions to women shown as having autonomous identities also in contrast to classical films
third wave films show a woman s problems within a social dimension making motherhood
political in relation not to militancy within the left but to women s issues third wave films
approach the problems of latin american society as those of individuals differentiated by gender
sexuality and ethnicity in such films mothers are citizens directly affected by laws economic
policies and cultural beliefs

The Classical Mexican Cinema 2015-09-01
twelve years ago amores perros erupted in the cinemas across the world and announced the
arrival of mexican film makers the film makers profiled in that book have now come of age and
have made a decisive impact on the international cinema scene the last few years mexican film
makers winning the best director oscars 5 times and best picture 4 times alfonso cuaron with
gravity and roma alejandro inarritu with birdman and the revenantguillermo del toro with the
shape of waterthis revised edition of the faber book of mexican cinema brings this astounding
story up to date as well as profiling the next generation waiting in the wings

Motherhood in Mexican Cinema, 1941-1991 2013-12-26
the lost cinema of mexico is the first volume to challenge the dismissal of mexican filmmaking
during the 1960s through 1980s an era long considered a low budget departure from the artistic
quality and international acclaim of the nation s earlier golden age this pivotal collection
examines the critical implications of discovering uncovering and recovering forgotten or ignored
films this largely unexamined era of film reveals shifts in mexican culture economics and
societal norms as state sponsored revolutionary nationalism faltered during this time movies
were widely embraced by the public as a way to make sense of the rapidly changing realities
and values connected to mexico s modernization these essays shine a light on many genres that
thrived in these decades rock churros campy luchador movies countercultural superocheros
black melodramas family films and chili westerns redefining a time usually seen as a cinematic
crisis this volume offers a new model of the film auteur shaped by productive tension between
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highbrow aesthetics industry shortages and national audiences it also traces connections from
these mexican films to latinx latin american and hollywood cinema at large a volume in the
series reframing media technology and culture in latin o america edited by héctor fernández l
hoeste and juan carlos rodríguez contributors brian price carolyn fornoff david s dalton
christopher b conway iván eusebio aguirre darancou ignacio sánchez prado dolores tierney dr
olivia cosentino publication of this work made possible by a sustaining the humanities through
the american rescue plan grant from the national endowment for the humanities

The Mexican Cinema Project 1994
tastemakers and tastemaking develops a new approach to analyzing violence in mexican films
and television by examining the curation of violence in relation to three key moments the
decade long centennial commemoration of the mexican revolution launched in 2010 the
assaults and murders of women in northern mexico since the late 1990s and the havoc wreaked
by the illegal drug trade since the early 2000s niamh thornton considers how violence is created
mediated selected or categorized by tastemakers through the strategic choices made by
institutions filmmakers actors and critics challenging assumptions about whose and what kind of
work merit attention and traversing normative boundaries between good and bad taste thornton
draws attention to the role of tastemaking in both high and low media including film cycles and
festivals adaptations of mariano azuela s 1915 novel los de abajo amat escalante s hyperrealist
art films and female stars of recent genre films and the telenovela la reina del sur making
extensive use of videographic criticism thornton pays particularly close attention to the
gendered dimensions of violence both on and off screen

The Faber Book of Mexican Cinema 2021-06-01
in 1912 guillermo calles 1893 1958 became the first mexican actor to appear in films made in
california despite limited resources he began directing and producing his own movies and in
1929 pioneered production of spanish language sound films his major works among them the
long unavailable el indio yaqui and raza de bronce both 1927 represented calles tireless crusade
to restore the image of mexicans and indians in an era dominated by hollywood stereotypes this
biography traces calles career from his earliest hollywood days through the 1950s included are
the only surviving images of the filmmaker s silent productions a closing commentary on his
intimate circle of relatives and an appendix featuring two fascinating letters written by calles
during a filming trip

The Lost Cinema of Mexico 2022-02-08
the moderate climate and majestic western landscapes of new mexico make it an enchanting
locale for the motion picture industry thomas a edison s crew shot the very first film in the state
at the isleta indian pueblo in 1897 silent era icons like directors romaine fielding and tom mix
shortly followed to take over the small town of las vegas setting the stage for an explosion of
western movies today new mexico s generous incentive programs and quality facilities make it
one of the top filming destinations in the country attracting big projects like the academy award
winning no country for old men and amc s critically acclaimed television series breaking bad in
this comprehensive volume local author and film historian jeff berg explores the history and
legacy of new mexico on the big screen

Tastemakers and Tastemaking 2020-12-01
examining key film texts and genres and set in a broad historical and theoretical context this
student friendly study provides a thorough and detailed account of the vital and complex
relationship between cinema and national identity in mexico
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The Mexican Cinema 1976
a well illustrated history of movies made in new mexico the actors directors and producers
involved the dramatic scenery and even the architecture of historic movie theatres

Guillermo Calles 2014-01-10
mexican melodrama offers a timely look at critically acclaimed films that serve as key referents
in discussions of mexican cinema elena lahr vivaz artfully portrays the dominant conventions of
historical and contemporary mexican cinema showing how new wave directors draw from a
previous generation to produce meaning in the present

New Mexico Filmmaking 2015
this study examines contextualizes and evaluates the significance of contemporary mexican
filmmaking focusing on the so called cine nuevo of 1989 1999 accordingly the study is divided
into three sections representing the key generic discourses that frame the films narratives and
underlying aims the first analyzes contemporary mexican cinema s re presentation of history on
the cinematic screen and the second part of the book examines the rise in the number of
women directors comparing it with the previous lack of female participation within the
filmmaking arena the last section explores the re location of cinematic geographies in
contemporary cinema

Mexican National Cinema 2005
as one of the foremost spanish directors of all time luis buñuel s filmography has been the
subject of innumerable studies despite the fact that the twenty films he made in mexico
between 1947 and 1965 represent the most prolific stage of his career as a filmmaker these
have remained relatively neglected in writing on buñuel and his work this book focuses on nine
of the director s films made in mexico in order to show that a concerted focus on space an
important aspect of the films narratives that is often intimated by scholars yet rarely developed
can unlock new philosophical meaning in this rich body of work although in recent years buñuel
s mexican films have begun to enjoy a greater presence in criticism on the director they are
often segregated according to their perceived critical value effectively creating two substrands
of work the independent movies and the studio potboilers the interdisciplinary approach of this
book unites the two focusing on films such as los olvidados nazarín and el ángel exterminador
alongside la mort en ce jardin the young one and simón del desierto among others in doing so it
avoids the tropes most often associated with buñuel s cinema surrealism catholicism the
derision of the bourgeoisie and the approach most often invoked in analysis of these themes
psychoanalysis instead this book takes inspiration from the fields of human geography
anthropology and philosophy applying these to film focused readings of buñuel s mexican
cinema to argue that ultimately these films depict an overriding sense of placelessness overtly
or subliminally enacting a search for belonging that forces the viewer to question what it means
to be in place

100 Years of Filmmaking in New Mexico 1898-1998 1998
when we invoke mexican cinema we imply that some kind of national cinema exists but what is
a national cinema analyzing what it means for a film or literary work to cross borders and how
such borders are defined this book reflects on the implications of the term transnational in
relation to film and literature conceived as mexican

Mexican Melodrama 2016-10-18
la india maría a humble and stubborn indigenous mexican woman is one of the most popular
characters of the mexican stage television and film created and portrayed by maría elena
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velasco la india maría has delighted audiences since the late 1960s with slapstick humor that
slyly critiques discrimination and the powerful at the same time however many critics have
derided the iconic figure as a racist depiction of a negative stereotype and dismissed the india
maría films as exploitation cinema unworthy of serious attention by contrast la india maría
builds a convincing case for maría elena velasco as an artist whose work as a director and
producer rare for women in mexican cinema has been widely and unjustly overlooked drawing
on extensive interviews with velasco her family and film industry professionals as well as on
archival research seraina rohrer offers the first full account of velasco s life her portrayal of la
india maría in vaudeville television and sixteen feature film comedies including ni de aquí ni de
allá neither here nor there and her controversial reception in mexico and the united states
rohrer traces the films financing production and distribution as well as censorship practices of
the period and compares them to other mexploitation films produced at the same time adding a
new chapter to the history of a much understudied period of mexican cinema commonly
referred to as la crisis this pioneering research enriches our appreciation of mexploitation films

Contemporary Mexican Cinema, 1989-1999 2007
the people s front in defense of land of atenco the frente is an emblematic force in
contemporary mexican politics and in anti capitalist anti neoliberal activist networks throughout
the world best known for years of resistance against the encroachment of a government airport
project on communal farmland the frente also became international news when its members
were subject to state violence rape and intimidation in a brutal government crackdown in 2006
through it all documentary filmmaking has been one aspect of the frente and its allies efforts the
contradictions and difficulties of this moral and political project emerge in the day to day
experiences of local national and international filmmakers and film distributors seeking to
participate in the social movement stone highlights the importance of how the circulation of the
physical videos and not just their content promotes the social movement more broadly she
shows how videographers perform their activism navigating the tensions between neoliberal
personhood or ego and an ethos of compañerismo that privileges community grounded in the
lived experiences of atenco s activists and allied filmmakers atenco lives documents the making
and circulating of films as an ethical and political practice purposefully used to transform human
relationships

A Search for Belonging 2017-11-28
explores the wide ranging impact of the mexican revolution on global cinema and western
intellectual thought the first major social revolution of the twentieth century the mexican
revolution was visually documented in technologically novel ways and to an unprecedented
degree during its initial armed phase 1910 21 and the subsequent years of reconstruction 1921
40 offering a sweeping and compelling new account of this iconic revolution the mexican
revolution on the world stage reveals its profound impact on both global cinema and intellectual
thought in and beyond mexico focusing on the period from 1940 to 1970 adela pineda franco
examines a group of north american european and latin american filmmakers and intellectuals
who mined this extensive visual archive to produce politically engaged cinematic works that also
reflect and respond to their own sociohistorical contexts the author weaves together
multilayered analysis of individual films the history of their production and reception and
broader intellectual developments to illuminate the complex relationship between culture and
revolution at the onset of world war ii during the cold war and amid the anti systemic
movements agitating latin america in the 1960s ambitious in scope this book charts an
innovative transnational history of not only the visual representation but also the very idea of
revolution adela pineda franco is professor of latin american literature and film at boston
university she is the coeditor with jaime marroquin arredondo and magdalena mieri of open
borders to a revolution culture politics and migration
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Mexican transnational cinema and literature 2017
from the 1990s onwards the ethnographic turn in contemporary art has generated intense
dialogues between anthropologists artists and curators while ethnography has been both
generously and problematically re appropriated by the art world curation has seldom caught the
conceptual attention of anthropologists based on two years of participant observation in mexico
city tarek elhaik addresses this lacuna by examining the concept work of curatorial platforms
and media artists taking his cue from ongoing critiques of mexicanist aesthetics and what roger
bartra calls the post mexican condition elhaik conceptualises curation less as an exhibition
oriented practice within a national culture than as a figure of care and an image of thought
animating a complex assemblage of inter medial practices from experimental cinema and
installations to curatorial collaborations drawing on gilles deleuze and paul rabinow the book
introduces the concept of the incurable image an antidote to our curatorial malaise and the
ethical substance for a post social anthropology of images

La India María 2017-12-20
demonstrates how film adaptations intersect with feminist discourse in neoliberal mexico
adapting gender offers a cogent introduction to mexico s film industry the history of women s
filmmaking in mexico a new approach to adaptation as a potential feminist strategy and a
cultural history of generational changes in mexico ilana dann luna examines how adapted films
have the potential to subvert not only the intentions of the source text but how they can also
interrupt the hegemony of gender stereotypes in a broader socio political context luna follows
the industrial shifts that began with salinas de gortari s presidency which made the long 1990s
the precise moment in which subversive filmmakers particularly women were able to participate
more fully in the industry and portrayed the lived experiences of women and non gender
conforming men the analysis focuses on busi cortés s el secreto de romelia 1988 an adaptation
of rosario castellanos s short novel el viudo román 1964 sabina berman and isabelle tardán s
entre pancho villa y una mujer desnuda 1996 an adaptation of berman s own play entre villa y
una mujer desnuda 1992 guita schyfter s novia que te vea 1993 an adaptation of rosa nissán s
eponymous novel 1992 and jaime humberto hermosillo s de noche vienes esmeralda 1997 an
adaptation of elena poniatowska s short story de noche vienes 1979 these adapted texts
established a significant alternative to monolithic notions of national gendered identity while
critiquing updating and even queering notions of feminism in the mexican context adapting
gender demonstrates luna s considerable skills as a scholar she deftly carries out a careful
analysis of the literary and cinematic texts putting them in the context of the evolving
publishing and film industries written in a lively and engaging style this is a unique synthesis of
the evolution of feminism and the roles women have had indeed at times been limited to in
mexico and what this has meant for their creative output niamh thornton author of revolution
and rebellion in mexican film

Atenco Lives! 2021-04-30
since the late 1960s films from latin america have won widening audiences in north america and
europe until now no single book has offered an introduction to the diverse personalities and
practices that make up this important regional film movement in cinema and social change in
latin america julianne burton presents twenty interviews with key figures of latin american
cinema covering three decades and ranging from argentina to mexico interviews with pioneers
fernando birri nelson pereira dos santos and glauber rocha renowned feature filmmakers tomás
gutiérrez alea and carlos diegues prize winning documentarists patricio guzmán and helena
solberg ladd among others endeavor to balance personal achievement against the backdrop of
historical political social and economic circumstances that have influenced each director s
career presented also are conversations that cast light on the related activities of acting
distribution theory criticism and film based community organizing more than their counterparts
in other regions of the world latin american artists and intellectuals acknowledge the degree to
which culture is shaped by history and politics since the mid 1950s a period of rising nationalism
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and regional consciousness talented young artists and activists have sought to redefine the uses
of the film medium in the latin american context questioning the studio and star systems of the
hollywood industrial model these innovators have developed new forms content and processes
of production distribution and reception the specific approaches and priorities of the new latin
american cinema are far from monolithic they vary from realism to expressionism from
observational documentary to elaborate fictional constructs from imperfect cinema to a cinema
that emulates the high production values of the developed sectors from self reflexive to
transparent cinematic styles from highly industrialized modes of production to purely artisanal
ones what does not vary is the commitment to film as a vehicle for social transformation and the
expression of national and regional cultural autonomy from early alternative cinema efforts in
argentina brazil and cuba to a contemporary perspective from within the mexican commercial
industry to the emerging cinema and video production from central america cinema and social
change in latin america offers the most comprehensive look at latin american film available
today

The Mexican Revolution on the World Stage 2019-07-23
the last two decades have seen dramatic changes to mexico s socio political landscape a former
president fleeing into exile political assassinations a rebellion in chiapas and the eruption of the
so called war on drugs provide key examples of critical events shaping the nation this book
examines mexican cinema s representations of and responses to these socio political moments
beginning with the definitive year 1994 which saw the ejército zapatista de liberación nacional
ezln declare war on the mexican government the early chapters in this book discuss the
outcome of these episodes in subsequent years and how they find screen representation the
study then moves on to provide close readings of key filmic texts as reflections of the so called
narco war and its effects on mexican society focusing on both fiction and documentary
filmmaking this book explores notions of violence victimhood and the complex processing of
grief in the context of enforced disappearances and the narco conflict in addition to examining
films made in mexico this investigation incorporates the work of three of the nation s most
celebrated transnational directors guillermo del toro alejandro gonzález iñárritu and alfonso
cuarón by examining their work on european soil as a comparative exercise the analyses offer
an understanding of the imprints left by warfare and trauma upon the collective and individual
psyche seen from a universal viewpoint using rigorous theoretical frameworks and succinct
filmic analyses this book will be essential reading for those interested in mexican and latin
american film as well as those working in the fields of cultural screen and trauma studies

Incurable-Image 2016-02-12

Adapting Gender 2018-01-01

Cinema and Social Change in Latin America 2010-06-28

Violence, Conflict and Discourse in Mexican Cinema
(2002-2015) 2022-01-26
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